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Abstract. Smooth actions of the 2-dimensional torus group SO(2) x 50(2) on

smooth, closed, orientable 4-manifolds are studied. A cross-sectioning theorem for

actions without finite nontrivial isotropy groups and with either fixed points or orbits

with isotropy group isomorphic to SO(2) yields an equivariant classification for these

cases. This classification is made numerically specific in terms of orbit invariants. A

topological classification is obtained for actions on simply connected 4-manifolds. It

is shown that such a manifold is an equivariant connected sum of copies of complex

projective space CP2, — CP2 (reversed orientation), S2 x S2 and the other oriented

S2 bundle over S2. The latter is diffeomorphic (but not always equivariantly

diffeomorphic) to CP2 # —CP2. The connected sum decomposition is not unique.

Topological actions on topological manifolds are shown to reduce to the smooth case.

In an appendix certain results are extended to torus actions on orientable 4-

dimensional cohomology manifolds.

Introduction. In this article we begin the study of actions of the two-dimensional

torus group 50(2) x SO(2) on 4-manifolds. Our chief motivation for this study is

that it enables one to construct, in a systematic way, a large number of nicely

behaved 4-manifolds. These 4-manifolds can be described in terms of certain

weighted 2-manifolds (orbit spaces with their orbit structures). To write down

all possible actions of the torus on 4-manifolds is not too difficult but it is

entirely a different matter to characterize topologically the 4-manifold from the

orbit data.

We may think of this study as two separate problems. By the equivariant problem

we mean being able to write down enough data (orbit space, orbit types, etc.) so

that when two sets of data arising from two actions (not necessarily on the same

manifold) are examined, one can decide whether or not there is a homeomorphism

between the two manifolds which is equivariant with respect to both actions. This

problem is considerably easier than the topological classification problem.

By topological classification we mean the topological identification and classi-

fication of the manifolds arising in terms of their data used for deciding the first

problem.
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As an illustration of this approach the first problem for actions of SO(2) on 3-

dimensional manifolds is solved in [8]. The second problem is also solved there when

the action has fixed points. In terms of the orbit data it is shown when the manifold

is compact (and closed) that it is a certain equivariant connected sum of lens

spaces (including the sphere and S2 x S1) and in the nonorientable case some

additional sums of nonorientable handles and RP2 x $l'&. In [5], this topological

classification is given for the closed case without fixed points ("Seifert manifolds").

Here, except for certain exceptional cases, these 3-manifolds are K(ir, l)'s, have a

unique 50(2)-action, and a manifold is determined by its fundamental group

which, in turn, is calculated from orbit information.

Both of these problems are solved here for torus actions on closed oriented simply

connected 4-manifolds. We prove that the 4-manifold is a specific equivariant

connected sum of the 4-sphere, oriented complex projective spaces, and handles

(S2 x S2's) (§5). In addition, the equivariant problem is solved if finite stability

groups other than the identity are absent (§§1,4 and appendix).

Crucial to the solution of these problems and to this entire paper is the cross-

sectioning theorem proved in §1. In §2 topological torus actions on lens spaces are

classified. §3 studies the (topological) normal bundles of certain embedded 2-spheres

in terms of orbit data. In particular, the 4-manifold is constructible by certain

"plumbing" operations along these embedded 2-spheres and other "glueing"

operations.

In §4 we give a precise form (in terms of numerical invariants) of our solution to

the equivariant classification problem.

We have phrased most of this paper in the context of smooth actions on smooth

manifolds. This is really only a convenience since all topological actions are

topologically equivalent to smooth ones and smooth classification is equivalent to

topological classification in this context. We have relegated to an appendix the

proof of some of these facts. The arguments in the topological or cohomological

case are all harder than in the smooth case since one is trying to obtain the same

conclusions from much weaker hypotheses. In fact, in the appendix we treat toral

actions on sufficiently general 4-dimensional cohomology manifolds to include all

topological manifolds and certain types of singular complex varieties, e.g. Brieskorn

varieties, which admit a toral action. This is done with really not much extra pain

and is very natural in the context in which we are working.

Illustrations and examples that go beyond our goal in §5 are given in the text. In

particular, one finds in (5.8) a simple argument that CP2 #( — CP2)# CP2 is

diffeomorphic to (S2 x S2) # CP2, see [3].

Another example (5.10) shows that a toral action on CP2#(—CP2) may

possess no equivariant 3-sphere which realizes the splitting into connected

sums. In the appendix, an algebraic action of the torus is described on a singular

Brieskorn variety which topologically, in this case, is a cone over a lens

space.
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In sequels we intend to complete the equivariant problem and continue the

topological classification. In particular, we have a stable topological classification

in the closed oriented nonsimply connected case. Very precise information is also

available when all orbits are two dimensional and the genus of the orbit space is

greater than or equal to 1.

Added in proof. We would like to call attention to G. E. Bredon, On a certain

class of transformation groups, Michigan Math. J. 9 (1962), 385-393. It contains,

as a special case, the analysis of the orbit structure and a local cross-sectioning

theorem in the neighborhood of a fixed point for toral actions on an integral

4-cm. Since we wished to obtain very specific global results, the overlap with §1

is slight.

1. Orbit structure. In §§1 through 5 we will be mainly concerned with smooth

actions of the torus G = T2 = SO(2)xSO(2) on closed smooth 4-manifolds. How-

ever, most of our results are valid in the topological category. The needed changes

in the arguments together with an exploration of results in the cohomological

framework with simple examples of actions on singular complex algebraic varieties

will be discussed in the appendix. Henceforth, unless specified otherwise, we shall

tacitly assume that G is acting smoothly on a smooth manifold.

1.1. Proposition. If G acts effectively on a cohomology manifold X, then there is

a principal orbit.

Let us parametrize G by (cp, 6) where 0 ^ <p < 27r, 0 ¿ 6 < 2n. Define the subgroup

G(m,n)={(cp, 6) : mcp + nd = 0, (m,n)=l). Note that G(m,n) is isomorphic to

SO(2).

The subgroups G(m, n) and G(m', «') together generate the homology of

G = T2 if and only if |m ™.'| = ± 1. However they generate G as a group provided

|ï?|i*0.

1.2. Proposition. If M is an orientable 4-manifold then M/G(m, n) is a 3-

manifold with boundary.

1.3. Proposition. If M is closed and orientable then the orbit space M/G = M* is

a compact 2-manifold.

Both propositions follow immediately from the (differentiable) slice theorem

[1, Chapter 8]. These propositions are considerably more difficult in the cohomo-

logical case.

1.4. The table below lists the possible isotropy groups together with the slice, the

action of the isotropy group on the slice and the image of the orbit on M*. Again

recall that M is orientable.

The details follow easily. The fact that an effective action around a fixed point
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requires l^1 ̂ 1= ± 1 will be seen in §2 from a different point of view. In the

appendix the general nonmanifold case, l^1 %2\ ̂0 will be considered.

Definition. An orbit with nontrivial finite stability group will be called an E-

orbit. The totality of £-orbits is denoted by E. An orbit whose stability group is

isomorphic to the circle group will be called a C-orbit and the totality of C-orbits

is denoted by C. The totality of fixed points is denoted by F.

1.5. Next we turn our attention to the problem of finding a cross-section to the

orbit map.

Let X be a compact Hausdorff space with an effective G action. Assume that the

orbit space is X*=Ix I and that there are only two types of orbits. The points on

the arc Ox/ have stability group G(m, n) with relatively prime (m, n) and all other

points correspond to principal orbits, hence, by (1.1) to T2.

1.6. Lemma. 77ie orbit map it: X^ X* has a cross-section. Moreover, any

cross-section given on the arc A = (Ix 1) u (1 x /) u (/x0) may be extended to a

cross-section over all of X*.

Proof. For the given (m, ri) we can find (/», q) such that |p ¡¡"| = 1. Then the action

of G(p, q) is free on X. Let Y= X¡G(p, q). The orbit map it' : X -> Y is a principal

G(p, q) bundle. The action of G(m, ri) on Y is semifree and the fixed points of

tt": Y~> X* map onto Ox/. The action of G(m, ri) over X* — (0x/) is free and it is

a product action. Any cross-section to this action can be trivially extended to all of

X*. Thus Y is homeomorphic to X* x S1 with each circle OxixS1 collapsed to a

point, which is a 3-cell. The action of G(m, ri) is just rotation about the axis (0 x /).

Now the free action of G(p, q) over Y must be trivial and hence X= YxS1, with a

cross-section. We combine the two cross-sections X* -*■ Y and T-> X to obtain

the desired cross-section to -n.

Now suppose that a cross-section is already given on A. This gives a section over

A for the orbit map tt. Since H2(X* - 0 x /, A - (0 x 0 u 0 x 1) ; Z) = 0 we can extend
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over X* any cross-section x"'-^-^ Y. Since H2(X*, A;Z) = 0 we can lift the

section x" to X to extend any lift over x "(A).

1.7. Lemma. Suppose that -n: X ^ X* is the orbit map of a G-action on a compact

Hausdorff space and assume that X* = S1xI, where S1x0 corresponds to orbits

with isotropy group G(m, n) with (m, n) = 1 and all other points to principal orbits.

Then the map -n- has a cross-section. Moreover any cross-section on S1 x 1 may be

extended to a cross-section over X*.

The proof is analogous to that of (1.6) and we shall omit it. The total space is

X= D2xS1x S1 and the action is rotation of the first and second factors.

1.8. Lemma. Let tt: X-> X* as above and assume that X* = [— 1, l]x/, where

[ — 1, 0) x 0 has stability group G(m, n), (0, 1 ] x 0 has stability group G(p, q) such that

I? n I = ± 1, 0x0 has stability group G and all other points correspond to principal

orbits. Then there is a cross-section to this action. Moreover any cross-section on the

arc A = (—\xI)VJ(\xI) may be extended to a cross-section over X*.

Proof. Let Y= Affixed point. The orbit space of this invariant locally compact

subspace is Y* = X* — (0x0). A section over v*n([-l,0]x/) can be given

according to (1.6); in fact, the section may be required to extend a given section on

A. The restriction of this section to [0, 1] x / may be extended to all of [0, 1] x /

— (0x0) by a slight modification of (1.6). This section extends trivially to all

of X*.

1.9. Remark. We could actually refine the above lemma to apply when

a section is specified on all of dX* or on any finite set of disjoint intervals of

dX*.

Now assume that tt: X^ X* is as above and X* is a compact 2-manifold with

nonempty boundary. Let all interior points of X* correspond to principal orbits.

On dX* we assume that there are two types of orbits only. A point on dX* may be

the image of a C-orbit or it may be a fixed point. In the former case a component

consists of either a whole circle or an open interval whose end points are fixed

points. In the latter case we assume that a fixed point is isolated and the two open

intervals with stability groups G(mx, nx) and G(m2, n2) that it separates have

I mi m%\ — _i_ 1
Ini  "2 I — — '•

1.10. Theorem. X is a closed orientable 4-manifold and the orbit map has a

cross-section.

Proof. Consider the following possibilities:

Case 1. X* is a disc, dX* has no fixed points. Then (1.7) applies.

Case 2. X* is a disc and dX* has fixed points. Then we may assume that the

number of fixed points is /^2 (by the condition |™.' "ítí\ = - 0-
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Thus X* looks as on the figure. We subdivide X* along the dotted lines. Each Z)¡*

is just as in (1.8).

There is a section to the orbit map over Y* since Y* is a 2-cell. In fact more is

true. We may choose a finite set of 2-cells E*,..., E* interior to Y* and specify

cross-sections over them and extend to a cross-section over Y*, since

H2(Y*,E? u---uE*;Z®Z) = 0.

Similarly, we may remove the interiors of E* from Y* and specify cross-sections

over dEf. These can be extended to a cross-section over Y* — (El* u- • u £°*)

since

H2(Y*-(El* u- • -u £°*), 8E*U---U8E*;Z@Z) = 0.

The cross-section over Y* can be extended to D* by (1.8), then D2,..., D*

by (1.9).

Note that a by-product of this discussion is that we can construct a cross-

section to the annular region X* — Y°* extending any given cross-section on d Y*.

Case 3. If X* is the general 2-manifold of the theorem, consider closed annular

neighborhoods of the boundary components. Let their union be denoted U*. The

action over Y * = X* — U°* is trivial since H2( Y*;Z®Z) = 0, thus we may choose

a section over Y*. We extend this section to all of X* either by Case 2 or (1.7).

The fact that Xis an orientable closed 4-manifold follows from (1.7) away from

the fixed points. In a neighborhood of a fixed point we look at the inverse image of

a small arc going from an orbit of type G(mt_x, n¡-i) to one of type G(mt, nt) with
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interior orbits being principal orbits. The inverse image of this arc is an invariant

3-sphere. This can be seen directly or the reader may consult §2. The 2-cell, in the

orbit space, cut off by the arc has as inverse image the equivariant cone over this

invariant 3-sphere.

1.11. Remark. It is not necessary to assume that X and X* are compact. The

above argument is valid if Ais a locally compact Hausdorff space and X* is either

a 2-manifold with nonempty boundary or an open 2-manifold. If the orbit structure

is as in (1.10) then the resulting space X is a 4-manifold without boundary.

1.12. On the other hand, let us start with a G-action on a 4-manifold without

boundary subject to the conditions:

(i) there are no nontrivial finite isotropy groups,

(ii) if all orbits are principal, then the bundle is trivial.

If Fu C= 0 then the above conditions imply that the manifold is a product.

If Fu C± 0 then we obtain the following result:

Theorem. The orbit space is a 2-manifold with boundary, with "weights" on the

boundary corresponding to the isotropy subgroups. The action has a cross-section.

Therefore two such actions are equivalent if and only if there exists a "weight

preserving" homeomorphism of the orbit spaces.

In the smooth case the theorem follows by utilizing (1.3) and (1.4) (compactness

is not necessary). In the topological case and the general cohomological case the

argument is completed in the appendix. The oriented, smooth and closed version of

the theorem is stated in a more precise and numerical form in (4.4).

Finally we should point out to the reader that if the action of ( 1.12) is smooth, then

the orbit map is smooth and we may choose a smooth cross-section and perform all

of the above constructions of §§(1.6)—(1.10), provided we smooth corners as needed.

2. Actions of G on 3-manifolds. In this section we give an explicit description of

the topological actions of G on orientable 3-manifolds, A, with orbit space

A/G = A*.
By (1.1) there is a 2-dimensional orbit and it is easily seen that A* is a 1-manifold.

It is also easy to see that the only possible nontrivial stability group is a circle

group and the image of an orbit with nontrivial stability group is a boundary

point of A*.

2.1. If A* is a circle, then all points of A* correspond to principal orbits. Thus Ais

a T2 bundle over S1. Such principal bundles are classified up to bundle equivalence by

[S1 ; K(Z, 2) x K(Z, 2)] = H2(SX; Z ® Z) = 0.

Thus A=A* x T2 = SX x T2 is a 3-torus and the action is the standard action.

2.2. A* is a closed interval with both boundary points corresponding to principal

orbits. Clearly A= A* x T2 with standard action and A* is a cross-section to the

orbit map.
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2.3. N* is a closed interval with one boundary point corresponding to a prin-

cipal orbit and the other has stability group G(m, ri). Since we have a cross-section

y: N* -*■ N, where N is /x T2 with Oxi2 collapsed to the orbit space of the action

of G(m, ri) on 0 x T2. This is a solid torus, N= D2 x 51. The orientation is obtained

from the orientation of/and ofG = T2, collapsing each OxS1 x^toOxOx^forall

y e S1. We parametrize Ix S1 x S1 by (P, a, ß),0£P£l, 0^«<27r, 0^ß<2tr. The

linear action
GxN->N,

(p, a+p<p+qd, ß + m<p + nd)(9, 6) x (p, «^ ß) -

is effective if and only if |P ™| = + 1.

Since there is a cross-section to the orbit map, the action is either equivalent to

this linear action or to the one reversing the orientation of x(N*):

(<p, 0)x(p, a, ß)-+(l-P, a+p<p+qd, ß + m<p + n6).

Now suppose we have another action on N

(p, a, ß) -> (p, a+pcp+qd, ß + in<p + nd)

and there is an equivariant homeomorphism g: N -> N covering the identity map

of the cross-section g*: x(N*) -* x(N*)> then we can write

g: (p, a, ß) -> (p, xa+yß, wa + zß).

It follows that r> = 0 and (in, ñ) = z(m, n), z= ±1. Furthermore if we let

then

x = e eëz, y
P p

q q

and g is orientation preserving exactly when

In particular {( — m,—n),  (p,q)} and {(m, ri), ( — />, — q)} represent  reversed

orientation to {(m, ri), (/», 67)}, while {( — m, —ri), (—p, —q)} represents the same.

2.4. If N* is an open interval, then N=N*xT2 with the standard action. If

N* is a half-closed interval, then the discussions of (2.2) and (2.3) apply.

2.5. N* is a closed interval with both boundary points corresponding to non-

principal orbits whose stability groups are G(m, ri) and G(m', ri).

Consider a point Q on TV*

(m, ri)      > («', ri)

representing a principal orbit which separates N into two solid tori, V and V.

Then N is S3, S2 x S1 or a lens space.

Choose a cross-section y: N* -> N to the orbit map. An orientation of N

determines in a natural way an orientation on N*. The orientation induced by y
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on x(A*) together with the orientation of the orbits determines the given orientation

of A. There exist equivariant homeomorphisms k and k' of D2 x S1 to V and V,

k: (p, a, ß) -> [e(na+qß), e(-ma+pß)]-x(p/2),

k': (p, a, ß) -> [e'(n'a-q'ß), e'(-m'a+p'ß)]-x(l - p/2)

(where e=|« i?|, e'=IS' ™'l an(^ ' denotes the group operation in A) so that

k'\dV and A:|ßKare equivariantly homeomorphic (or diffeomorphic). Now k is

equivariant with respect to the linear action

(p, a, ß) -> (p, a+pcp+q6, ß + m<p + n6)

on D2xSx while k' is equivariant with respect to

(P, a, ß) -> (p, a+p'cp+q'6, ß+m'cp + n'8)

on D2 x S1.

The orientation of A determines orientations of D2 x S1 by k'1 and A:'-1. As in

(2.3) the orientation of D2xS1 determined by k'1 is in turn determined by

det k ~x = det k = | _ sen\ ~ ££ | = e. If e = 1 the induced orientation on D2 x Sl agrees with

the standard one.

If £= — 1 the induced orientation on D2 x S1 is opposite to the standard one. In

this case we precede k by an orientation reversing homeomorphism

g: D2xS*^D2x S\       g: (/», «, ß) -> (P, -a, ß)

changing {p m) into ij f} = {rj m). The composition ko g preserves the standard

orientation of D2 x S1 and it is equivariant with respect to {f f) where |f «1 = 1.

Thus we may assume that given the action of G on the oriented A, there exists

an orientation preserving equivariant homeomorphism of D2 x S1 = V into A such

that the standard action on V

(cp, 6) x (p, a, ß) -> (p, a+pcp+qO, ß + mcp + nO)

hase=|S f|-l.
A similar argument shows that the orientation on the second solid torus,

V = D2 x S1 is determined by the value — e and we may assume e'= |S- ™'| = — 1

to give the usual orientation on V.

The two solid tori V and V are sewn together equivariantly by an orientation

reversing homeomorphism h along their boundaries as follows:

(1, «, ß)-> (1, a+pcp+qO, ß + mcp + nff)

h

(l,ua + vß, wa + tß)->(l,ua + vß+p'cp+q'6, wa + tß + m'cp + n'6)

Therefore we must have

u(a+pcp+q0) + v(ß+mcp+n6) = ua + vß+p'cp+q'6,

w(a+pcp+qd) + t(ß + mcp + nd) = wa + tß + m'cp+n'0.
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Thus we obtain

P

q'

m'

ri

m

n

m

n

V — e

t = e

P P

q q'

p m'

q »'

where e=\p ™|. Let e'=\pq. »,'|. Then we find that \l v\=ee'.

From the above we may assume that e=l, e' = — 1 and therefore h is in fact

orientation reversing.

In order to decide what the manifold N is, note that in V the curve

{(1, a, ß) I wa+tß=0} is null homotopic.

Thus when we sew D2xS1 to D2xS1 along their boundaries to form

N= V u,, V, we obtain the oriented lens space L(r, s), where

r = s =

Next we shall drop the assumption e = \P %\ = 1 but, of course, retain e-e'= — 1.

Recall that the lens space L(r, s) satisfies the identities

L(r, s) = L(-r, -s) = L(-r, s) = L(r, -s) = L(r, r-s),

where ~ means reversed orientation.

For fixed (m, ri), (m',ri) the choice of ( — />, — q) instead of (/», q) changes e to — 1,

hence we need e' = 1 and may choose (—/»', —q')- We see from the above that we

obtainL(w, t)=L(r, s). But since in this case k and k' were also orientation reversing

we conclude that again N=L(r, s), independently of the sign (/», q) resp. (—/»,— q).

Finally we want to show that N is also independent of (/», q), (/»', q'). This is

already true of r= \™' ™|. Since Nis independent of e, let us assume that —I. From

pri—qm' =s,pn—qm = e=l, we obtain for r^O, 1,

/» = (m'—sm)lr,       q = (n'—sri)¡r.

Thus ms=m' mod r and ns = ri mod r determine 5 uniquely in the interval

— \r\ <s< \r\. It is easy to show that the two congruences above determine the same

s. They are in fact consequences of each other.

As a conclusion we have that the action, whose oriented orbit space is (m, ri)

-*—■ (m!, ri) and whose orbits are oriented by the action, takes place on the

oriented lens space L(r, s) with

mî = m'   mod r

ns = ri    mod r.

m

n
and

For r = 0 we have (m, ri)= ± (m\ ri) and N=S2 x S1. For r= 1, N=Sa. We shall

discuss these exceptional cases in (3.10).

2.6. Note that the orientation reversing map
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on y(A*) results in an orbit space

(m', ri) —=>-(m, ri)

and the total space L(f, s) has clearly r=—r and ss= 1 mod r.

Since L(r, s)=L( — r, s)= —L(r, s) we see that there is an orientation preserving

homeomorphism between L(r, s) and L(r, s).

This is, of course, well known.

Actually, granting only that every homeomorphism of the torus is isotopic to

(a, ß) -> (ua + vß, wa + tß), where |£ °| = +1, and defining L(r, s) as the sewing of

two solid tori, the preceding arguments need only slight modifications to prove all

the known homeomorphism relations almong lens spaces.

2.7. Finally consider (m, n)—>— ( — m!, — ri), that is, replace (m',ri) by

(—m', —ri), then

L(r, s) = L( — r, —s) = L( — r, r — s)

since — s=r—s mod r. Similarly replacing (m, ri) by ( — m, —ri), gives

L(f, s) = L( — r, —s) = L( — r, r—s),       s

Note that L(r, s)=L( — r, r—s).

3. Examples.

3.1. Let B be a closed 2-manifold and M=BxT2. The action of G is trivial on B

and standard on T2.

3.2. Let A be a closed, orientable 3-manifold with an effective action of SO(2).

Let M=NxS1. Let G act on M by

GxNxS1^NxS\       (cp,0)x (n, s) -> (cp(n), 6(s)).

3.3. Let A be a closed, orientable 3-manifold with an effective action of G. Let

M=NxS1, where the action is trivial on the second factor.

3.4. Let B be an orientable connected 2-manifold with nonempty boundary.

GxBxD2xS1-^BxD2xS\

(cp, 0) x (b, p, a, ß) -> (b, p, a+pcp+q0,ß + mcp + n9),

where |S ¡?|=±1. The restriction of this action to the boundary, M, gives an

effective action on a closed 4-manifold. The boundary of BxD2xS1 is M=

8[(BxI)xI]xS1, that is, M=(the double of Bxl) xS1. If B is a surface of genus

g with h discs removed, then the 4-manifold in question is

M = [(S2xSl)#---#(S2xS1)2g + h.x]xS1   if g + h> 1

and
M = StxS1   if g + h = 1.

Another way to look at M is as follows. The circle group G(p, q) acts freely on

M and A= M/G(p, q) is a closed 3-manifold with a semifree circle action. In fact,

G(m, ri) acts freely on A everywhere except for h components of fixed circles

-p    m

-q    ri
= —s.
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corresponding to the boundary of B. Moreover N¡G(m, ri) is B with each boundary

component of B representing fixed points. By [8] we conclude that

N = (S2xS%#- ■ i^xS1)^,.!    ifg + h> 1
and

N = S3   if g + h = 1,
and clearly M=NxS1.

3.5. By virtue of the nature of the orbit structure and the cross-sectioning

theorem (1.12) any action on a 4-manifold with all stability groups either the

identity or G(m, ri) must be equivalent to that of (3.4). It follows from §2 that the

N of (3.3) is a 3-dimensional torus or a lens space L(r, s) and the orbit space is a

torus or annulus whose boundary components are weighted by G(m, ri) and G(p, q).

Conversely, the cross-sectioning theorem tells us that an action on a closed oriented

4-manifold M with orbit structure, a weighted annulus as just described, is equiva-

lent to this type of action.

Thus, by just describing a specific action as in (3.3) and (3.4) (with favorable

orbit types) we actually classify all possibilities with that given orbit structure.

Furthermore, in the appendix, we shall show that the cross-sectioning theorem and

the nature of the orbit structure remains valid in the continuous case. Consequently,

this classification is also valid in the general continuous case.

3.6. Let us consider an orbit space homeomorphic to the 2-disk and with orbit

structure as specified :

G(m, ri) ^ G(m', ri)

The straight arc A* has orbit type G(m, ri) except for its right end point. A% has

orbit type G(m', ri) except for its left end point which corresponds to a fixed point.

All other orbits are principal orbits. By a slight modification of (1.10) this action

has a cross-section. Notice that the arc C* is the orbit space of an invariant lens

space. Consequently, by (3.5), the original space X is the cone over a lens space

with the action extended to the cone from the boundary lens space in the standard

manner. The space X is a manifold with boundary (in fact a 4-cell), if and only if

the lens space is a 3-sphere. This is equivalent to demanding |™' ¡J|= ± 1. Since we

shall not discuss anything but the case where |™' ™| = ± 1 until the appendix, we

shall tacitly assume that the determinant's value is ± 1.

3.7. Consider the linear action Gx D2x D2 ->- D2x D2 defined by

(<P> 0)x(Pi, «i, p2, «2) -*• (.Pi. ax + m'<p + n'Q, p2, a2 + m<p + n9).
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The action is effective if and only if |m.' ™| = ± 1. The orbit structure is as defined in

(3.6) and consequently each topological action is equivalent to a linear action as

described above. This action is clearly the extension to the cone of the linear action

on the boundary sphere d(D2 x D2). The boundary sphere corresponds to having

at least one of the px and p2 equal to 1. It will be crucial in the next section to

describe the equivariant classification in terms of orientation preserving equivariant

homeomorphisms. Referring back to (3.6), the arc C* is oriented from the left end

point of Af to the right end point of A%. The boundary 3-sphere d(D2xD2)

= D2xdD2\J 8D2xD2 is represented by the lens space L(r,s) where r=|U' %\

= e= ± 1, and s = 0. Thus, the boundary 3-sphere has orientation e in accordance

with the conventions of §2.

3.8. More generally, consider the following oriented orbit space, W*.

(m¡, n¡)

(mi + x,ni + x (w(-i, w¡_i)

L¡ + i,i-i

Let the interior points together with the interior points of the arc L* correspond to

principal orbits. The remainder of the boundary has two fixed points and three

intervals with stability groups G(m^x, «¡-i), G(mh n¡) and G(mi + X, ni + x) where

w¡_!   mt

ri-i    ri
= e¡ = +1    and

mt   mi + 1

ri    «i + i
= «i + i = ±L

Note that the arc Sf is the orbit space of an invariant 2-sphere S¡ in W.

From the proof of (1.10) it is clear that If is an oriented 4-manifold with boundary

the oriented lens space L(r, s), where

r =
mi-1   mi + x

ri-i    ri + i

and smi + x = mi.x mod r, —\r\ <s< \r\, ifr^l or 0.

Now, mi^xni — ni-xmt = ei, —mi + xni — ni + xmi = ei + x; hence

Wi-i     e¡

-mi + x    e¡ +1
mt =

*i + l>"i-l + VHl + l

-mi+x

-ri-i
ri + i

Consequently,
ei + xmi-x + Eimi + x = 0   mod r.

Thus, s= — ejEj + i, r^O, or 1. This implies that

Li + i.i-i = L(r,s) = L(r, -eisl + x) = -sfei + 1L(/, 1).
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In other words, up to orientation, L is a lens space of type L(r, 1), r^O, 1.

3.9. In fact, more is true. The manifold W is an oriented 2-disk bundle over S(.

(In the topological case it is an associated topological D2-b\xndle (not vector-

bundle) associated to a principal S ^bundle.) By definition, the characteristic class

of the Hopf bundle is -1. Hence, if the boundary of a £>2-bundle is L(r, 1) then its

characteristic class is —r.

The characteristic class of H/i + lii_1.is therefore etei + ir and hence the self inter-

section number of S¡ is

ci»i = St-St = e¡ei + rr =
m¡

«i

m. nti-i

«¡-i

W7(_!   mt

"i-i     "■

It still remains to describe the self intersection number when r=0, and 1. Of

course if r=0, the self intersection number is 0 since the bundle is trivial. Note that

the formula is still valid in this case, since r = 0.

In order to cover the case r= 1 we shall now give an alternative proof. The 2-disk

bundle over the 2-sphere St can be obtained by pasting together along the equator

of S¡ two 2-disk bundles over the upper and lower hemispheres.

(m„ nt)

(mi + 1,ni + 1) imi_1,ni_1)

^*((w¡_i, «,_!), (mi+1,7ii + 1))

We want to show that L^Wj.j, «i_i), (mi + x, ni + 1))=L(r, s)= — etei + 1L(r, 1). We

regard L(r, s) as given to us as the lens space with oriented orbit space

(mi + 1, wj + 1).—>—•(»ti-i, "¡-i).

Following (2.5) we split L(r, s) up into the union of two solid tori. We choose, in

the terminology of (2.5), (m,n) = (mi + 1,ni + 1), (m',n') = (mi-1,ni-i) and (p,q)

= (mi,nl). If

then

/»   m

q   n

w¡   mi + 1

«i    «i + i
— ei + i — L

r =

Thus,

m m

ri n

\P m'\

\q «'I

ml-1   m( + 1

"¡-i     "i + i

m¡    Wi_!

«¡     «¡-i

L(r, s) = L[\

= -et(l)L(r, 1) = -£iei + 1L(r,l).
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On the other hand, if e= — 1 =ei + 1, then

t =
—p   m

-q   ri
mt   m(_!

ri    "i-i

mt _ i    m(

ri-i     ri
=   -«i-

Hence L(w, t) (in the notation of (2.5)) is

/Im,-!    mi + x\        \
L\\ \, -eA = L(r, -et) = -£iL(r, 1) = -L(r, s).

\|«i-i     «¡ + i I        /

Hence L(r,s) = e{L(r, 1). Since ei + 1= —1, in the last case, L(r, s) is once again

— ei + xetL(r, 1). We have therefore shown that the 2-sphere Sh over which W is an

oriented 2-disk bundle, has self intersection number «¡ + 1«/, for every value ofr.

4. Equivariant classification. In this section we shall give an equivariant

classification for actions without finite stability groups (E= 0) and where either

FuC/0 or the manifold is not compact. This section may be viewed as a

numerical form of (1.10) and (1.12).

4.1. Weighted orbit spaces and orientation. Let G act smoothly on a 4-manifold

M with orbit space M*. We shall now make precise the remarks in (1.12). Each

orbit in M* has associated to it a certain orbit type which is characterized by the

stability group of the points on the orbit together with the slice representation at

the given orbit. The slice representation at a fixed point is just the action of the

stability group on the normal disk. This action is determined in the case of a fixed

point ff by the pairs ±G(mt, «¡)> that is G(mh «¡) or G(—mi,—ni), and

± G(mi + X, ni + x), where |™' n!+l\=ei= ± I- For a C-orbit of type G(m, ri), we have

the standard representation. For an F-orbit of type Z„^G, we have the particular

linear representation of this finite cyclic group on the rotations of the disk. This

representation is described in terms of a pair of relatively prime integers. The orbit

space together with its orbit types and slice representations is called a weighted

orbit space.

Let M * and M'* denote the orbit spaces of a smooth action of G on the closed

oriented smooth 4-manifolds M and Af'. A diffeomorphism (homeomorphism) of

M* and Af'* which carries the weights of M* isomorphically onto the weights of

M'* is called a weight preserving diffeomorphism (homeomorphism).

For classification purposes it is often convenient to work with a specific orienta-

tion. We orient the group G once and for all and then an orientation of Af determines

an orientation of M* and vice versa, provided that there are no stability groups of

the type which reverse the orientation of a slice. The orientation of Af can be

described as the product orientation of the set of principal orbits—this bundle is an

oriented bundle. When the orbit map has a cross-section then we always assume

that the orientation of the image of A/*, via the cross-section, is that induced by the

cross-section and that the orientation of M is consequently compatible with it. In

particular, suppose we have a portion D* of the orbit space M*:
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A + l.i

D is a 4-disk and if the orbit space is assumed to be oriented as indicated the 4-disk

becomes a cone over the 3-sphere Li + 1-i with orientation |™' "'¿?|=«i times the

standard oriented 4-disk. (Here the cross-section lifts the oriented 2-disk D* into

the 4-disk D and the product orientation of D* x G induces the orientation on the

4-disk via the map D*xG -> G(x(D*))= D, where X denotes the cross-section.)

4.2. Let G act on the 4-manifolds M and M' such that the orbit maps have

cross-sections x anc* X'■

From §1 it follows that if G acts smoothly and effectively on an oriented closed

smooth 4-manifold, then the orbit map has a cross-section if and only if there are no

finite stability groups and if all orbits are principal then the principal bundle is

trivial.

Theorem. Let G act effectively and smoothly on the closed smooth orientable

4-manifolds M and M' such that the orbit map has a cross-section. Then there exists

an equivariant diffeomorphism h of M onto M' if and only if there exists a weight

preserving diffeomorphism h* of M* onto M'*. Furthermore, if M and M' are

oriented and the orientation of M* and M'* are those inducedby M and M', then h is

orientation preserving if and only ifh* is orientation preserving.

4.3. Of particular value for the topological classification of M, i.e. the identi-

fication of M in terms of its weighted orbit space, is the case when M* is an

oriented 2-disk.

If M has no fixed points then M = S3 x S1 by (3.4). Otherwise we assert that M is

simply connected.

To see this fact remove a small equivariant 4-cell about a fixed point. This

corresponds, using the cross-section, to removing a small closed 2-cell about the

image of the fixed point in the orbit space. The cross-section now retracts to the

remaining boundary. This deformation lifts equivariantly to a deformation of the

manifold to a linear chain of 2-spheres. Their number equals the number of fixed

points minus two. The fundamental group of the total space is therefore trivial

by Van Kampen's theorem.

Let us now represent this 4-manifold in terms of its weighted orbit space. By

M = {(/«!, nx), (m2, n2),..., (mt, nt)}
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we mean the simply connected oriented 4-manifold whose weighted orbit space is as

described in (4.1). We may assume without loss of generality that M* is oriented

from (mt, «¡) to (mi + 1, ni + x).

Suppose Af and M' are simply connected oriented 4-manifolds described as

above. Then we obtain the following result.

Theorem. There is an orientation preserving equivariant diffeomorphism between

M={(mx, nx), (m2, n2),.. .,(mt, nt)} andM' = {(m'x, n'x), (m2, ri2),.. .,(m'v, riv)} ¡fand

only if t = t' and for some fixed k either (m¡, nl) = (m'k + i, n'k + i) or (m„n¡) =

(-m'k+i, -rik + i),for i=\,..., t.

4.4. Now we shall discuss the general case. Assume therefore that the action on

M has the following properties:

(i) There are no nontrivial finite isotropy groups.

(ii) If all orbits are principal, then the bundle is trivial.

These conditions imply that if Fu C= 0 then the manifold is a product. If

Fu Cj= 0 then according to (1.12) M has a cross-section and M * is a 2-manifold

with boundary. Interior points correspond to principal orbits. Boundary points

correspond to C-orbits or (isolated) fixed points. The weighted oriented orbit

space completely determines the action up to orientation preserving equivariant

diffeomorphism. It has the following arithmetic invariants:

g^O; the genus of the oriented 2-manifold Af*.

i^O; the number of boundary components of M* all of whose orbits are

C-orbits.

r^O; the number of boundary components of M* each having fixed points.

e; a specific orientation assigned to the orientable 2-manifold M*. Since an

orientation for G has been chosen once and for all, the orientation e determines an

orientation for M.

(Pi, <7i); the ith boundary component of A/*, consisting entirely of C-orbits with

stability group G(pi,qi) or equivalently G(—pu -qt). </»¡, <7¡> denotes either para-

metrization together with an orientation of the boundary circle compatible with e.

{m, n}¡; the ith boundary component of M*, which contains t¡ fixed points, tt^2,

can be represented by {m, n}i = {(miA, «¡, !>,..., <mM,, «Mi>}. Here <mu, «n.,>

= ±(rriij, K(,y) is a parametrization of the stability group of they'th oriented arc of

the ith boundary component. The order of the entries in {m, n) is determined up to

cyclic permutation.

With these numerical invariants one can translate the theorem of (1.12) to read:

Theorem. Suppose that M and M' are closed, oriented 4-manifolds with G-

actions such that C U F# 0 and E=0. Then there is an equivariant orientation

preserving diffeomorphism between M and M ' if and only if

{e;g;s; f;Oi,?i>, ...,</»„ ?s> ',{m,n}u . ..,{m,n}t}

= W; g'; s'; t'; (p'x,q'xy,. ..,{p's;q's-y;{m', n'}x,. ..,{m, «},.},
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where equality means identical except that </», q}'s may be permuted and the {m, n}'s

may be permuted.

5. Topological classification of the simply connected G-manifolds. In this section,

the smooth actions of the torus are classified on closed, smooth simply connected

4-manifolds. Actually the vanishing of /LtM; Z) will imply simple connectedness.

In the appendix we drop the assumption of differentiability without any weakening

of the results. Furthermore, when we also drop the assumption of local Euclideaness

the analogues of the results of this section will still be valid but the arguments of

course are considerably more delicate.

We shall assume that M is a smooth closed 4-manifold, H^M; Z) = 0 and G acts

smoothly and effectively on M.

5.1. Lemma. The action has fixed points.

Proof. Clearly, H1(M) = H3(M) = 0, hence H2(M;Z) is free and H3(M;Z) = 0.

The Euler characteristic of M, xC*W) = 2-frank H2(M). It is well known that for a

torus G, the Euler characteristic of the fixed point set x(F; G) = x(M). Thus G acts

with at least 2 fixed points.

Since tti(M) -*■ -n^M*) is surjective and the Hurewicz homomorphism is natural,

the natural homomorphism H1(M;Z)^-H1(M*;Z) is surjective. M* is a 2-

manifold, with the fixed points on the boundary, and hence M* is a 2-disk.

Let/i,/2,...,/( denote the fixed points, t^2, and/¡* their images on M*. The

arc, Sf, between/^* and/,* i on 8(M*) represents an invariant 2-sphere S¡. Denote

its stability group by G(mt, nt).

m2, n2)

("»i, «i)

Recall that

»if-i "ii

«i-i «¡

mt «î!

nt «!

= *t — ±1,       i = 2, 3,..., t,

= «i- ±1,
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where e¡ is the orientation of S3 viewed as the boundary of a neighborhood of the

fixed point/, (see 3.7).

Next we show that all the interior points of the disk represent principal orbits.

5.2. Lemma. Let M be a closed, smooth orientable 4-manifold with an effective G

action. If HX(M; Z) = 0, then the only finite isotropy group is the identity.

Proof. The homology argument above assures the existence of fixed points. By

(1.4) if y e M, Gy=Zq^G, then y* is an isolated interior point of M* if Gy=£e.

Let A* be an arc from some fixed point/¡* to y* in M* such that the interior

points of A* correspond to principal orbits. Let A be the lifting of A* to M. The

saturation X of A, i.e. G(A), is the cone over a torus with the base of the cone

collapsed by the free action of Zq c G on the toral base. Consequently, H3(X; Z)xZq.

Therefore the exactness of

0 = H3(M; Z) -> H3(X; Z) -> H\M, X; Z)

and the freeness of Hi(M, X; Z) implies that Zq must be the identity.

5.3. Now we turn to the homeomorphism classification of these manifolds. Our

building blocks are the manifolds with 2-¿tfí4.

Let in general M denote M with reversed orientation and let P = CP2, Q0 = S2xS2

and Qi=P#P, the other S2 bundle over S2. (The structure group in the smooth

case is SO(3). In the topological case, the group of orientation preserving homeo-

morphisms of S2 onto itself deforms onto the rotation group 50(3).)

5.4. r = 2.

(m2, n2)

("ii, «i)

Since I™1 ¡g| =e2= ± 1 we have that L2¡1 = S3 and M= W2A u WU2. Both W1¡2

and W2A are 4-cells, hence M = Si (see (3.6)). Thus there are infinitely many

distinct actions corresponding to pairs (mh n¡), i—1,2. Notice that all possible

distinct inequivalent actions are related to the action {(0, 1), (1, 0)} by an auto-

morphism of G, that is, if I™1 ™||=£2= ± 1, there exists an automorphism of G

sending (7(0, 1) and G(l, 0) onto G(mu n¡) and G(m2, n2).
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5.5. t = 3.
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(m2, n2 (mx, nx)

(m3, n3)

Note that L3,i = ,S3. Also WXt3 is a 4-cell and W3¡x is a D2-bundIe over S2, with

Euler class e2e3\ml n33| = — ei£2£3 = 5,2-<S'2. If 52-52=l we have the complex pro-

jectiveplane M=P; if S2■ S2 = — 1, then M=P.

Notice that, if S2-S2 = 1 one can solve for (m3, n3):

m3 = -eXE2(m2 + e2mx),       n3 = ex(nx+n2).

It is easy to see that each action on P arises from an action on the 4-disk. We have

the standard action

(Pu «i, P2, «2)^"(/°i> cix + mxcp + nx0, a2 + m2cp + n29)

on the 4-disk. On the boundary 3-sphere L21 the group G(m3, n3) operates freely,

it is in fact the Hopf fibering (or its inverse). If we collapse the boundary by the

action of G(m3, n3) we obtain P (or P) with a torus action as above. Obviously,

there are an infinite number of inequivalent actions but once again any two are

related by an automorphism of G.

5.6. t = 4.

(m3, n3\ (m2, n2)

(w4, M4) mx, nx)

Let r¡= |3¡f-» nltl\, counting mod 4. In particular,

r2
mx   m3

nx    n3
r3

m2   /M4

«2        «4
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Observe that M is the union of two Z>2-bundles, W3jl with 0-section S2 and WKlj3

with 0-section <S4. They are pasted together along their boundaries L31 and L1>3.

Furthermore, M may also be constructed from the WiA and W1A over S3 and Si.

If r2 = 0, then G(mlt «x)= ± G(m3, n3) and L3>1 would be S2 x S1. When r2 = 0, the

structure groups G(mu nx) and G(m3, n3) are equal and hence one can easily see

that Wit2 and W2A are pasted together to form an 52-bundle over S3 (or SV). Thus

M is either Q0 or Ql since the structure group G(m1; «0 can be reduced to SO(3).

We shall show that if both r3 and r2#0, then necessarily r2 or r3 equals + 1.

Consequently, M will be the union along a 3-sphere of D2-bundles with charac-

teristic class ± 1. Hence, M will be the connected sum P with itself or P with itself.

Consideration of the intersection matrix for H2(M; Z) will resolve the ambiguities

according to the homotopy type classification of simply connected 4-manifolds [3].

First, if r2 = 0, then (mu «i) = ± (m3, n3). The intersection matrix for the generators

S2 and S3 of H2(M; Z) is

\c3    e^^rj       \1    s3e4r3/

If r3 is even, M=Q0 = S2xS2, and if r3 is odd, M=Qi=P#P.

Suppose r2#0, then

Wx    m2

«!    n2
«¡2,

m2   w3

«2       «3

yield

m2 = (e2m3 + e3m-ù\r2,       n2 = (E3nx + E2n3)\r2.

On the other hand,

m3   m4

«3        «4

m4   mi

M4        «j   I
= £1

yield

Thus we have

and

W4 = (e^i + e^g)/-^, «4 = (£in3 + e4«i)/-/"2.

«3= -e2e3"ii    modr2,        n3 = — £2£3«i,

W3 s   — £-,£4/«!     mod »'s, «3 =   — £ie4«i,

"l2   =   (<W''2)("!3 + <:2<;3"!l), «2   =  («2/l"2)(«3 + e2e3«l),

"I* = (-ei/!2)("l3 + eiE4"Ii), «4 = (-•l/»'aX«8 + «l«««l)'

If ^64 = — e2£3, then we have

2m3 = r2(e2m2-EXm¿), 2n3 = /-2(e2n2 - exn^).

For \r2\ > 2, we have a contradiction to the fact that (m3, n3) are relatively prime.
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Ifr2 = 2S, S=±l,then

m2    8(e2m2 — exmi)

n2     8(e2n2 — EXnl)
«3

=> r3 = 8e2ei =  +1.

8(e2m2-exmi)    w4

S(£2«2-£l«l) «4

Thus,  m3 = 8(e2m2 — EXmi),  n3 = 8(E2n2 — EXni).   Since  r3 = 8E2si= ± 1,   we have

F4-2= — £3e4L(r3, 1)= — e2e38S3, and consequently, Af = ^2,4 # ^4,2-

The self intersection matrix for generators Sx and S3 is

A     _   /_£lE*^ ^    \   _   /e2e3S 0    \

\      0 £2e3S/        \    0        E2E38J

Hence, M=P #P or Pjf P.

If r2 = 8= ± 1, then F3>i= — e2e38S3 and Af = W1¡3 jf W3¡x. The self intersection

matrix for S2 and Sé is
.     _   /£2e38 0       \   _   ¡e2ez8 0    \

\    0 — e4£l 8/ \    0        e2e3<V

and again M = P#P or P#P. Note that r3 = 2Ô£2e4 = 2r2E2si = ±2 in this case.

If, on the other hand, e1e4 = e2£3» then (m2, n2)= — EXE2(mt, n4) and hence

ri=r8=0. The two disk bundles Ifi-3 and W3¡x are sewn together, as in the case

when r2=0, so that they give a 2-sphere bundle over either S2 or S4. The inter-

section matrix of S2 and S3 is

A    —   J62^2      S3\ lE2E3r2      l\

=  \   e3        0/~  I    1 0/

If r2 is even Af = Q0 = S2xS2 and if r2 is odd Af = QX=P#P.

As a summary we have the table :

M Condition

£l£2*3  =   — 1

«1«2«3   =   1

P#P

r2 = 28, £2£38 = 1 (=>r3 = £3e4)

e3 f =» or

r2 = 8, £2£3S = 1 (=>r3 = 2e3e4)

P#P

r2 = 28, e2£3S = — 1 (=>r3 = —£3f4)

£3 f =■ or

r2 = 8, £2^38 = — 1 (=>r3 = —2£3c4)

ßo = S2xS2 £i£4 = £2£3, both r2 and »-3 are even (at least one is 0)

Qi = P#P £i£4 = £2£3, either r2 or »-3 is odd (the other one is 0)
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Finally, we remark that when t = 4, unlike r = 2 and 3, automorphisms of the

group G do not yield all the actions from a given action.

5.7. t>4.

Theorem. If t>4, then M is an equivariant connected sum of P, P and Q0.

Proof. We proceed by showing that if / > 4, then there exists an arc Lftj such that

LtJ= ±S3 and hence M= rVu# WUi. We use induction and the explicit descrip-

tions above to complete the argument.

("i¡, «¡)

(*¡, «í-i)

(0,1)
(m2, -exe2)

(-£i,0)

An automorphism, or what is the same a change of parameters, of G alters the

action without changing the manifold. Thus we may assume, for convenience, that

(mt, «¡) = (0, 1) and (mu n1) = (-e1, 0). Since

-£i    m2

0       n2

n2= — £i£2 and since

"ii-i    0

«i-i     1

»?(_!=£(. Now consider the sequence

£2>

= £(,

0

m.2

«i-i

where |w¡/0| means co.

(i) If Wi = 0, then |«¡| = 1. Suppose w¡ = 0, for i<t— 1. Then choose L*A if /#2,

and Lt*_12 if i—2. In either case L is a 3-sphere.

(ii) If «¡ = 0, then |w¡| = l. Suppose «, = 0, for i>2. Then choose L*¡ if i<t— 1

and L(_12 if/=/— 1. Again L is a 3-sphere.

(iii) If for some /, |w¡/«i| = 1, then w¡ = ± 1, and n¡= ± 1 and we may choose

L*i, unless /=/— 1, in which case we choose L*¡. Again L is a 3-sphere.

(iv) We now show that at least one of the above conditions hold. Suppose not,

then there is a first integer j— 1, such that \mi-JnJ-1\>l and |/wi/«J|<l, for

2gj-\£t-3.
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Since

m,.!    m¡
Ej = = mj-^j — m^j-u

we have mj^1n] = Ej + m¡nj-x, and in particular, |»»í-i| \n¡\ S 1 + |w;| |«,-i|. But,

Ü«/l + iXl«í-il+i) = i + KI k-il-
This yields a contradiction as |«j-i| >0 and |/wy| >0. This completes the proof.

Without normalizing, what this actually proved is that for adjacent pairs

(mh «¡) and (mt-lt «¡-0 one can always find a different pair (mh n¡) equal to either

± (mt, «¡), ± (mx _ i, «i _ i) or (£W¡ ± mi _ l5 e«j + «¡ _ x), ? > 4. We wish to thank George

Cooke for supplying part of the computation above.

5.8. Remark. The decomposition of M as a connected sum is not unique. In

particular the following diagram answers in the affirmative a question of Milnor [3] :

0,0)

(0,1)

#

(1, 1).

(1¿0)

p

T

(1,0)

(1,1)

(0,1)

(1,0)

(0,1)

CP2 # S2 x 52 s CP2 # (-CP2) # (CP2)

5.9. Remark. We have already observed that the submanifold ^¡-^¡.n is a D2-

bundle over S¡ with characteristic class

<*>i = eiei + i
mt-x   mi + x

«i-i     ri + i

In general the manifold WUj is the result of the linear plumbing (in the sense of

Hirzebruch [2]) according to the graph

5.10. Remark. F#F={(1, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 3)} is a simple example of an

action of a connected group on a manifold that is a connected sum, with the property

that there is no invariant 3-sphere separating the components of the connected sum.
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Appendix. Let X be an orientable 4-dimensional cohomology manifold (cm)

over the rational numbers Q. We shall assume that there exists a closed discrete

set A<=X for which Y=X— A is a cm over Z. This set A may be empty. Let the

torus G = SO(2) x SO(2) act effectively on X with a finite number of connected

components of orbit types near each point of A, and assume A is contained within

the fixed point set. (This is a technical assumption which actually can be dropped,

however, our arguments would be much more complicated and the conclusions

would have to be modified somewhat.)

Theorem. The orbit space X* is a 2-manifold with boundary. All principal orbits

and E-orbits are in the interior and the boundary consists of C-orbits and F-orbits.

The 4-cm X is locally Euclidean at all points except possibly at A. If there are no

E-orbits and F\J C^ 0 then the orbit map has a cross-section.

Proof. Let x e X be on a 2-dimensional orbit. Choose a slice Sx. It is necessarily

a 2-cm over Z and by Wilder's theorem [10, p. 272] a locally Euclidean 2-manifold.

Now Gx operates effectively on Sx as a finite group of orientation preserving

homeomoprhisms and so Sx/Gx, which is a neighborhood of x* in M*, is an

orientable 2-cm over Q by [7, Theorem l(i)]. Thus, by Wilder's theorem again, in

the neighborhood of**, M* is an open 2-manifold and consequently by choosing

a small closed 2-cell about x* the slice can be cut down to an invariant closed 2-cell

whose orbit space is the given closed 2-cell about x*. Therefore Gx, which operates

on Sx, is a cyclic subgroup of G and the action restricted to the invariant closed

2-cell in Sx is topologically linear. Observe that if (G, X) was assumed to be a

toral action with all orbits two dimensional and X was only assumed to be a 4-cm

over Q, we would reach the same conclusions as above.

Let us now consider one-dimensional orbits. Again we take a slice Sx at x which

lies on a 1-dimensional orbit. Let us take a connected component Gx of Gx. This

is a circle subgroup G(m, ri) with (m, n) = 1. It operates effectively on the connected

3-cm Sx over Z. All such actions are classified in [8]. In particular, Sx is locally

Euclidean and the action (G(m, ri), Sx) has a fixed point, namely x. However,

when a circle operates on a 3-manifold the action of the circle is free (locally) away

from the fixed point set and the orbit map has a cross-section [8]. Thus SX¡GX is a

2-manifold with boundary corresponding to the image of the fixed points and all

other orbits are principal. Choose a closed 2-cell neighborhood about x*. Use the

cross-section to obtain an invariant (under Gx) closed 3-cell neighborhood of x in

Sx. It is easy to see that this 3-cell must also be invariant under Gx (since Gx =

Gx x Gx/Gx and the actions commute). On the boundary 2-sphere we find SO(2) x H,

where H=GxjGx is a finite subgroup of G, acting effectively. But then we can find

a group isomorphic to Zp x Z„ acting effectively on the 2-sphere and preserving

orientation. This is impossible, hence GX = GX.

Finally we consider fixed points. Let x e F(G, X) and FX(G, X) the component

of F(G, X) which contains x. Let {G(mt, nt)} be the collection of 1-dimensional
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stability groups for which F(G(m¡, n¡), X) n FX(G, X) # 0. Let F(G(m¡, n¡)) denote

the component of F(G(mu n¡), X) containing x. Put n0(x) = dim FX(G, X) and

«¡(x) = dim Fx(G(m¡, n¡), X). If x e A we have assumed that there are only a finite

number of G(m¡, «¡), if x$ A, then we can restrict ourselves to a sufficiently small

neighborhood of x with compact closure so that at most a finite number of

G(mu «¡) appear. By Borel's formula [1, Chapter XIII, 4.3] we have

k

4-n0(x) = 2 (Hi(x)-n0(x)),
i = l

where i is summed over all the stability groups G(mt, n¡) for which

Fx(G(mu n{), X)^0. Since nt(x)>n0(x), for ¿£1, and since «¡(jc) = 0 or 2, and

no(x) = 0 or 2, we see immediately that k = 2, no(x) = 0, and «¡(x) = 2, and x is

isolated among the fixed points.

Since x = Fx(G(mx, nx), X) n Fx(G(m2, n2), X) and both Fx(G(mx,nx), X) are

connected 2-manifolds, the orbit x* is a limit point of both open arcs

(Fx(G(mu «0, X))* on the boundary of the 2-manifold X* — F*. We now show

that x* fits onto the boundary as one would expect. Since x is isolated from the other

fixed points we can assume that x is the only fixed point by choosing a suitably

restricted neighborhood of x. Thus X*—x* is a 2-manifold with boundary and x*

is the one point compactification of a compact neighborhood of x* with x*

deleted. Because X* is cohomology locally connected over Q, x* cannot be the

limit point of a number of handles from interior of X* — x* nor could it be the limit

point of a number of boundary components with stability groups of type G(m, ri)

other than Fx(G(mx, nx), X) and Fx(G(m2, n2), X). Thus, the neighborhood of x*

in X* looks like:

Fx(G(mx, nx), X) Fx(G(m2, n2), X)

Because X* is Hausdorff the compactification of the deleted neighborhood of x*

yields a 2-manifold with boundary. (Actually a more algebraic description of this

last procedure can be found in [6].) We can now show that the interior points of

X* near x* contain only principal orbits. If x* e A we have already assumed this

and if x* e Y then in a neighborhood of jc* there are at most a finite number of

orbit types. If it were possible for x* to be a limit point of F-orbits then there would

exist an infinite number of orbits with the same finite stability group converging to

x*. By choosing a prime cyclic subgroup, Zp, of this finite subgroup we would

obtain a sequence of 2-manifolds with x* as a limit point and hence F(ZP, X) could

not be a cm over Zp.
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Notice that unlike the smooth case it is no longer necessary that G(mx, nx)

nG(m2,n2) be the identity. However, certainly \%f ™22|#0. It only remains to

describe the topology of X near x e F. Since near x* only principal orbits and orbits

of type G(mx, nx) and G(m2, n2) appear we can choose an arc B* as illustrated.

(mi, "i) (m2, n2)

B=tt~1(B*) (where n is the orbit map) is an invariant lens space L(r, s) with the

usual notation of §2. The arguments of §1 apply directly and we see that the region

bounded by L(r, s) and containing x is just the cone over L(r, s) and the action of

G on this cone is (topologically) just the extension of the action of G on L(r, s) to

the cone. We see also that X is locally Euclidean at x* if and only if L(r, s) is a

3-sphere, that is, if and only if I™1 ™22| = ± 1. This is also equivalent to saying that

Y is a 4-cm over Z at x. (This is not true for an arbitrary 4-cm over Z but true for

one which admits an effective torus action.)

§1 now applies for construction of a cross-section under the appropriate hypoth-

esis: Note that

(m2, n2) (mx, nx)

is the suspension of the lens space L(r, s).

This completes the proof of the theorem and also completes the proof of the

theorem stated in (1.12).

Remarks. In the compact case when X* is a closed disk, and F= 0, F/ 0, we

easily see that X is simply connected. On the other hand, if HX(X; 0 = 0, X is

compact, then the arguments of (4.1) imply that X* is a closed 2-disk. If we also

assume that Hx(X;Z) = 0, then an inductive argument rather different from that

employed in (4.2) implies that there are no finite isotropy groups. In particular, X

would then be simply connected.
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Of course, one has the analogues of the equivariant classification theorem and no

doubt the complete analogue of §5 can be developed.

Example. In order to show that the nonmanifold points introduced above are

natural in our context we shall define an action of T2 on an algebraic variety V

with an isolated singularity. Topologically, V is just a cone over a lens space.

Let T2 act on C2 by

(<P,d)x(x,y)->(ei«>x,eil)y)

where 0 <¡ <p< 2rr, 0 ^ 0 < 2-rr and x and y are complex numbers.

Define a map

/: C2 -> C3,      f(x, y) = (ixm-ym, xm - iym, (4iY'mxy).

Note that points in the image F<= C3 satisfy the equation

(z0, Zi, z2) e Vo zl + z\ + zl = 0.

The point (0, 0,0)eK is an isolated singularity and it is usually called a

"quotient singularity" of C2. There are m distinct points of C2 mapping onto a

given point of V-{0, 0, 0}.

The T2 action defined above induces an action of T2 on the variety V. Notice

that this action is not effective, it has stability group Zm on V— {0, 0,0}. If we divide

out by the stability group, we again obtain an action of T2 on V and with suitable

choice of coordinates for T2 the orbit space may be represented as

////////rf////////
(0, 1) ("i, 0)

We know from [4, p. 80] that V is just the cone over the lens space L(m, I). From

the orbit structure we see that the action is in fact the cone over the action on L(m, 1).

The diagonal action, <p=d,

(<P, <p)(z0, zx, z2) -> (eim*z0, eim°zx, ei2°z2)

is the usual S1 action on V. This circle action is defined on all of C3.

We doubt very much that the 7"2 action on V above can be topologically ex-

tended to all of C3. It certainly cannot be extended algebraically. Furthermore a

topological extension that leaves S5—V invariant would imply that S5— V=

S5 —L(m, 1) fibers over the torus, which is impossible. (It fibers over Sl with simply

connected fiber [4].)
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